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INTRODUCTION: Beta-type Ti-based alloys are 

promising new materials for load-bearing bone 

implants in orthopaedics and trauma surgery. 

Metastable Ti-Nb alloys (40-45 wt.% Nb) are in 

the focus as they exhibit very low Young’s moduli 

of only ~60 GPa. This will yield a comparatively 

low implant stiffness contributing to the reduction 

of stress shielding effects. To attain optimum 

mechanical biofunctionality, thermomechanical 

processing strategies are effective for significant 

materials strengthening [1]. Those alloys exhibit 

very low corrosivity in physiological environments 

due to their strong passivation ability. Present 

work is devoted to suitable strategies for surface 

bioactivation by chemical and electrochemical 

treatments to stimulate bone cell activity and to 

enable optimum osseointegration.    

METHODS: Disk-shaped cast and solution-

treated Ti-(40,45)Nb alloy samples (partially 

substituted with In) and CP2-Ti reference samples 

were used as mechanically ground and fine-

polished substrates for surface treatments. 

Chemical etching was conducted for up to 24 h in 

oxidative H2SO4+H2O2 (concentrated, vol. ratio 

1:1) solution [2]. Electrodeposition of (Sr-

substituted) hydroxyapatite (HA) was investigated 

in electrolytes with Ca(NO3)2 (and 10, 50 and 

100% Sr(NO3)2 substitution) and NH4H2PO4 at 

333 K under potentiostatic and pulse-galvanostatic 

control [3]. The obtained surface states were 

analyzed with HR-SEM coupled with EDX, with 

angle-resolved XPS and with GD-OES depth 

profiling. Metal ion release studies were conducted 

in TBS at 310 K for up to 7 days exposure 

according to DIN EN ISO 10993-15 by means of 

ICP-OES. The effect of different surface states 

was studied in vitro with hBMSC (human bone 

marrow stromal cells) [2,3].  

RESULTS: Chemical etching of Ti-Nb surfaces is 

effective in generating nanoroughness related with 

a network of nanopits of ~25 nm diameter 

(Fig. 1 left). The treatment enhances the oxide 

layer growth and causes a strong enrichment of 

Nb2O5 relative to TiO2 on the alloy surface. The in 

vitro analysis indicated that the chemical treatment 

accelerates the adhesion and spreading of hBMSC, 

increases the metabolic activity and the enzyme 

activity of tissue non-specific alkaline phosphatase 

(TNAP). Those effects are more pronounced for 

the Ti40Nb alloy than for  cp2-Ti [2].  

  

Fig. 1: (left) chemically etched nanorough Ti-Nb 

surface and (right) pulse-galvanostaticly deposited 

Sr-substitued hydroxyapatite on beta Ti-Nb.  

Galvanostatic pulse-deposition is most suitable for 

the formation of nanocrystalline Sr-HA coatings 

onto Ti-Nb (Fig. 1 right). This is based on the 

electrochemical generation of OH- and PO4
3- for 

chemical precipitation of (Ca,Sr)10(PO4)6(OH)2. In 

the coatings, the distribution of Sr-species is 

laterally homogeneous but non-homogeneous in 

cross-section. Increased Sr-content in the coating 

retards its thickness growth. In TBS (simulated 

dynamic condition), up to 30-35% of Sr species 

were released within 24 h. In vitro studies with 

hBMSC revealed that released Sr-ions led to 

enhanced cell proliferation and osteogenic 

differentiation. The Sr-HA supported cell adhesion 

showing its excellent cytocompatibility [3]. 

CONCLUSIONS: Chemical and electrochemical 

surface treatments yielding nanoscale states in 

terms of passivation and nanoroughness as well as 

of nanostructured Sr-substituted hydroxyapatite 

coatings are effective methods for bioactivation of 

novel low modulus beta-Ti-Nb alloys.   
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